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Abstract: This study develops a model for essay scoring and article relevancy. Essay scoring is a costly
process when we consider the time spent by an evaluator. It may lead to inequalities of the effort by
various evaluators to apply the same evaluation criteria. Bibliometric research uses the evaluation
criteria to find relevancy of articles instead. Researchers mostly face relevancy issues while searching
articles. Therefore, they classify the articles manually. However, manual classification is burdensome
due to time needed for evaluation. The proposed model performs automatic essay evaluation
using multi-text features and ensemble machine learning. The proposed method is implemented
in two data sets: a Kaggle short answer data set for essay scoring that includes four ranges of
disciplines (Science, Biology, English, and English language Arts), and a bibliometric data set having
IoT (Internet of Things) and non-IoT classes. The efficacy of the model is measured against the
Tandalla and AutoP approach using Cohen’s kappa. The model achieves kappa values of 0.80 and
0.83 for the first and second data sets, respectively. Kappa values show that the proposed model has
better performance than those of earlier approaches.

Keywords: data mining; text mining; computer-assisted assessment; article relevancy;
prediction model

1. Introduction

This study is related to automatic text assessment for evaluation of text data.
Automatic assessment of text can be defined as a classification approach that has input features in the
text that are mapped to well-marked output, such as an essay score or article classification. The input
and output can be statistically related to each other for any future occasion of input text to output label.

Teacher and researcher collaboration is very useful to deliver the latest research to students [1],
but both fields are separate when they work individually. They have an issue of evaluation e.g.,
teachers assessing students in the education field and researchers classifying the research articles in
bibliometric fields. In the field of education, assessment (summative or formative) is often categorized
as either objective or subjective. Objective assessment is a form of questioning that has a single correct
answer. Subjective assessment is a form of questioning that may have more than one correct answers
or more than one way of expressing the correct answer. There are various types of objective and
subjective questions. Objective questions include true/false, multiple choice, multiple response and
matching questions. Subjective questions include extended-response questions. Objective assessment
is well suited for the increasingly popular computerized or online assessment formats. However,
concern has been expressed that such formats may not always be assessing what the teacher believes
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they are, partly because they require “the recognition of the answer, rather than the construction of
a response” [2]. The intellectual procedures assess how very different students respond when they
are asked to build a response from their own with no prompts from the question [3]. Since traditional
paper-based assessment attributes higher value to short answer items, so research in Computer
Assisted Assessment (CAA) systems has resulted in sophisticated response-matching techniques.
Such recent developments enable automatic marking of longer free text-answers [4].

In the field of bibliometric research, researchers may need to find as many relevant publications as
possible in their research domains for a better understanding of research trends [5,6]. While searching
articles from a scholarly database, results contain many irrelevant articles, and scholars have to
classify the results manually to proceed with their research [7]. This is time-consuming and human
inconsistency in behavior can lead to incorrect classifications. The automatic process of classification
of research articles is addressed by the proposed model.

The proposed model is implemented in text data sets with labels in order to train the model. It uses
unigram and bigram, Word2vec [8], and text statistics for feature extraction, whereas for essay scoring,
regular expressions (RE) are used as features. The important features are selected by using the Boruta
algorithm [9] and these features are trained with supervised training models, i.e., Random Forest
(RF) [10] and Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM) [11].

This paper is organized in the following way: Section 2 discusses the related work, background and
literature review. Section 3 describes the architecture of the proposed model and Section 4 is about the
experiment. Results and analysis is given in Section 5. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. Related Work and Literature Review

The proposed model is applied to the field of education for essay scoring and to the field of
bibliometric study for research article relevancy or classification of articles. Our research work is
closely related to the work of [12,13]. In Tandalla’s approach, multi-features, including RE from text,
are extracted and trained on RF and GBM. The proposed approach uses the same model for training but
is different in feature extractions. Similarly, in Ramachandran’s approach, the authors select two types
of features: text patterns containing content tokens, and text patterns containing sentence-structure
information. Then, these features are used in RF and GBM training models. This approach works
slightly better, compared to Tandalla's method. For research article relevancy, “Proving Ground for
Social Network analysis in the emerging research area “Internet of Things” (IoT)” (PGSN-IoT) [7] uses
only features of Word2vec for training purposes, and the model is trained only on GBM.

2.1. Background

This part describes the background of the model proposed in this article. The system is developed
in different modules. Therefore, each module including the background is discussed in this section.
Feature extraction and selection are different approaches that have been considered with multiple
aspects. The Bag Of Words (BOW) approach [14] is the most commonly used approach for feature
extraction. In this technique, the order of terms is not considered. Text documents are represented with
weighted frequencies (i.e., the term frequency-inverse document frequency [15] of the sole terms in the
collection). As each unique term is used in the construction of the feature set, even a collection including
a small number of documents may be expressed with thousands of features. Excessive numbers of
features may have negative effects on both classification accuracy and computational time. Therefore,
most scholars are concerned with the feature selection stage in order to overcome these kinds of
negative effects. Word2vec tackles this problem by capturing the context of words, while, at the same
time, reducing the extent of the data. It actually has two different approaches: Continuous Bag Of
Words (CBOW) and the skip-gram. In the CBOW method, the goal is to predict a word given the
surrounding words, and skip-gram is its reverse. In our proposed model, the features are extracted
using skip-gram. It predicts a window of words given a single word by using artificial neural networks
such as the classification algorithm. Initially, each word in the vocabulary is a random N-dimensional
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vector. During training, the algorithm learns the optimal vector for each word using the skip-gram
method. These word vectors now capture the context of surrounding words. This can be seen by using
basic algebra to find word relations (e.g., “uncle” − “man” + “woman” = “aunt”). These word vectors
can be fed into a classification algorithm. The advantage is that we now have some word context.
The other two features are RE and text statistics. RE extracts specific patterns from the essay’s text
and text statistics calculate the statistics of the text. Both are important features for training purposes.
The most important is the weight of the features, which is a selection of important features computed
with Boruta [9]. This algorithm takes the input from all mentioned features extracted from the text
data, and they become the input of the algorithm. It produces the relevant corresponding features
as input for training models. The work of the Boruta algorithm is an iterative process, and in each
iteration, the aim is to remove features from the original features that, according to a z-score, are less
relevant. The basic component of Boruta is the utilization of shadow attributes. The shadow attributes
are pseudo-features that are added to the original attributes and produced by taking existing features
and shuffling the values of those features. After generating the shadow attributes, random forest trees
are built. Later, z-scores obtained by the original features are compared to the z-scores obtained by
the shadow attributes. If the z-score of the original feature is greater than the maximum z-score of the
shadow feature, it is considered relevant; if it is less than the minimum of the shadow feature, it is
considered irrelevant and dropped from the features. The next module is training or learning on the
relative features with RF and GBM.

RF is a supervised learning algorithm established on machine learning theory that belongs to the
family of ensemble methods. It employs a supervised learning methodology whereby information
from labeled data sets (the training set) is captured and used to derive predictions and then to build
a model. RF is an increasingly popular technique for a variety of tasks in classification, prediction,
detailed study of variable significance, variable selection, and outlier reveal [16]. To reveal patterns
that exist in data, the decision trees in RF are grown through the joining of several correctly selected
machine learning algorithms.

Figure 1 shows that an RF is comprised of a set of B decision trees (tree1, tree2, . . . , treeB), with each
tree having a class label (k1, k2, . . . , kB) that is used to get a k voted class label. Prediction is made
by aggregating the predictions of the weak learners. To classify a new object from an input vector, it
passes the sample vector to each of the trees in the forest. Each tree will classify the new object, and
the classification results of each tree are combined. The chosen classification for the new object is one
that has the most votes over all the classification trees in the forest. As the number of trees grow via
RF increase, the test set error rates converge to a limit, meaning that there is no over-fitting in large
RFs [10].
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In GBM, the learning procedure sequentially fits new models to provide a more accurate estimate
of the response variable. The principle idea behind this algorithm is to construct the new base learners
to be maximally correlated with the negative gradient of the loss function associated with the whole
ensemble. Applied loss functions can be arbitrary, but to give better intuition, if the error function is the
classic squared-error loss, the learning procedure would result in consecutive error-fitting. This high
flexibility makes GBM highly customizable to any particular data-driven task. It introduces a lot
of freedom into the model design, thus making the choice of the most appropriate loss function a
matter of trial and error. However, boosting algorithms are relatively simple to implement, which
allows one to experiment with different model designs. A particular GBM can be designed with
different base-learner models on board. The commonly used base-learner models can be classified into
three distinct categories: linear models, smooth models, and decision trees. These trees are commonly
parameterized with the number of splits, or equivalently, the interaction depth. Given a particular learning
task, one can consider different loss functions, Ψ(y, f), to exploit. Loss-functions can be classified according
to the type of response variable, y. Specific boosting algorithms have been derived for various families
of response, among which are regression, classification, and time-to-event analysis tasks. Exploiting
shrinkage in learning allows the decision-tree GBM to capture more continuity in the modeled effects. The
same effect of smoothing the decision-tree ensemble would also hold true for higher dimensional data,
and that is why authors claim it is desirable to train GBMs with infinitesimal step-sizes [9,17].

2.2. Literature Review

This section highlights a literature review regarding essay scoring and article classification, but the
main focus is on essay scoring because the motivation of this study is to develop a system for scoring
short-response essays. In education, the CAA system is still a hot topic, particularly in essay marking.
There have been many works in this field, but they are specific to the particular domains.

CAA systems can be distinguished by the way they primarily evaluate essays, either for style
or for content, or both. The examples of style based systems are Project Essay Grade (PEG) [18] and
Paperless School free-text Marking Engine (PS-ME) [19], while Intelligent Essay Assessor (IEA) [20],
LightSIDE [21] and Markit [22] are content based. The most well-known available system for
e-assessment of free text is e-rater [23], an automatic essay scoring system that provides good agreement
with human grading when the focus is on both style and content. The other well-known names in this
category are IntelliMetric [24], Bookette [25] and Autoscore [26]. However, the systems described in
the current paper are designed to focus on evaluation of the content for what is written, rather than
the style of the writing.

Another distinct criterion is the approach adopted for assessing style and/or content. The most
important approaches found in existing CAA systems are statistical: Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA),
Natural Language Processing (NLP) and a combination of LSA and NLP. The first CAA systems,
which focus on statistical approaches, capture structural similarity in texts [27]. The other systems
included in this category are the Bayesian Essay Test Scoring sYstem (BETSY) [28], PEG, LightSIDE and
Schema Extract Analysis and Report (SEAR) [29]. The LSA systems do more than a simple analysis of
co-occurring terms. In fact, they introduce two new approaches to the problem: comparison based
on a corpus, and an algebraic technique that identifies similarities between two texts with different
words [30]. Generalized Latent Semantic Analysis [31] is accompanied by LSA. The latest systems
are based on NLP techniques with LSA combinations and can do intelligent analyses that capture
the semantic meaning of free-text documents. The well-known NLP systems are e-rater, IntelliMetric,
Bookette, Autoscore and PS-ME. An example of combo methodology is IEA.

The recent approaches of features extractions adopted by the research for essay scoring are regular
expressions and semantic evaluation e.g., Tandalla and Rodrigues use the regular expressions as
features, as described in Section 3.3.2, and Ramachandran’s approach [13] is extracting text patterns
containing content tokens and text patterns containing sentence-structure information with the
attributes of semantics.
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More recently, educational data mining (EDM) has emerged as a relevant research field [32].
EDM aims to provide insight into instructional practices and student learning, often using data from
assessments and learning experiences, both formal and informal [33]. The works concerning EDM
have been organized into four functionalities: student modeling, tutoring, content, and assessment [34].
Regarding assessment, which is more closely related to our work, several recent works can be
mentioned. Team Analytics [35] is an instructional tool that facilitates the analysis of the student
collaboration process by creating dynamic summaries of team member contributions over time.
Lopez [36] developed a specific Moodle mining tool that predicts final marks on the basis of forum data
in a Moodle course. The authors compare the performance and usefulness of different data mining
techniques for classifying university students through the use of different data sets from Moodle
courses. Another work studied the patterns that emerge in learning situations that are favorable
and challenging [37]. Authors capture strategies of high and low performing students’ actions in
different learning activities. Results show that, during favorable learning activities, both groups
of students tend to make similar choices. However, during challenging activities, groups of high
achieving students adopt deep learning while other groups does not. An interactive environment called
Science Assessments [38] is being developed to assess students’ inquiry skills as they engage in an
inquiry using science micro-worlds. Supporting assessment and provision of scaffolding environment
develops inferences of students’ skills based on developed models through a combination of text
replay tagging, a method for rapid manual coding of student log files, and educational data mining.
The latest assessment work [39] is specific to one history subject.

The proposed model is useful for both summative and formative assessment in subjective
questions asked by the students. It evaluates essays on the basis of content; therefore, it has general
application in the fields of text mining and EDM. The proposed model is implemented as well to find
the relevancy of articles.

3. Proposed System Architecture

The proposed system is divided into three modules: (1) preprocessing the text data; (2) feature
extraction and selection; and (3) training and testing the model. The data flow model with their
components is depicted in Figure 2. At one end, text is fed as input to the system, and at the other
end, predictive results are generated as output. The raw text with labels becomes the input to the
preprocessing module, where spelling correction and stemming occurs. Then, multiple features are
extracted from the text, including n-grams, RE, Word2vec, and text statistics of the data. Thereafter,
important features are selected by the Boruta algorithm for training purposes. Then, these features are
trained on two different training models: RF and GBM. Later, the average output of both models is
calculated, which is the final prediction. Furthermore, prediction accuracy is calculated by the kappa’s
value. The model is implemented in two different data sets. In the following segments, a closer look is
taken at each of the depicted modules, their parts, and the theoretical footing. The proposed model is
implemented in two data sets.

3.1. Data Sets

Public availability of experimental data sets would accelerate progress in this field. This would
allow researchers and organizations to compare their systems with others in the same data sets with the
same evaluation methodology. Although there is a shortage of data sets that are publicly available for
research purposes [40] in this field, few data sets are publicly available including Kaggle, which we use
in our experiment. Another reason to choose these data sets is that they have already been tested under
different approaches. Therefore, the efficiency of the proposed model can be tested and compared.
First, a data set is selected for assessing open-text essays using Kaggle short answer scoring [41] and
second is about article relevancy used by [7].
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3.2. Preprocessing

To predict better accuracy in text mining, the preprocessing stage is very important because it
creates the foundation for any prediction model. Refs. [42,43] suggest that feature selection is a very
important stage in addition to feature extraction and classification. The selected data are moved to the
preprocessing module in order to transform data to suit the learning algorithms, ultimately resulting in
quality output. These include data cleaning, spelling correction and stemming. The spelling correction
is done by Peter Norvig’s spelling [44] corrector who handles the jargon words as well e.g., vinegar is
common to set 1, trna in sets 5 and 6. The misspelled words are corrected for better performance
of the model. After correcting the misspelled words, all words are stemmed using the Porter Stem
algorithm [45]. Stemming helps in the process by reducing any word to its root.

3.3. Feature Extraction and Selection

Feature extraction is a process of extracting numerical information from raw text documents.
After this process, any classifier can implement the text classification process by predicting the label
of the document. The research community working in this field is still studying how to improve the
performance of text classification by combining various preprocessing [43,46], feature extraction [47],
feature selection [42,48], and ensemble methods [49]. The following features are extracted for the
proposed model:

3.3.1. N-Grams

The n-grams are used in the forms of bigrams and unigrams as features for learning the machine
models. The example of features extraction in terms of unigrams and bigrams are exhibited in Table 1.
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3.3.2. Regular Expression

These features are only used in essay marking because they show whether the specific answer
exists in the essay or not. For instance, to find out if an essay contains the idea “to know what type of
vinegar” the following regular expressions will search to determine if the concept is present:

((type)|(kind)|(brand)) of vinegar
((concentr)|(\w?h)|(acid)) (\w+ ){0,5}vinegar
vinegar (\w+ )?((concentr)|(acid))
know (\w+ )?vinegar (\w+ )?((us)|(need))

Thus, the RE search for each answer returns a list containing zeros or ones: ones if the essay has a
regular expression for the answer—zeros, if it does not. The same approach is adopted for REs as used
in [12].

3.3.3. Word2vec

Word2vec helps with feature extraction because, in our model, if this feature is missing, we cannot
optimize the kappa values in essay scoring. Word2vec takes a text corpus as input and produces
the word vectors as output. It first constructs a vocabulary from the training text data and then
learns vector representations of words. The resulting word vector file is used as the features for the
proposed model.

3.3.4. Text Statistics

Text statistics is also used in the proposed model, e.g., the length of the text, the number of
sentences, the number of words, and the average length of sentences. In essay scoring, some text has a
low length but a maximum score, and, conversely, an essay can have a long text but a minimum score;
therefore, we consider this feature to get the maximum accuracy in the prediction. Now, an example
of a single-record data set of essay scoring is picked for feature extraction and the extracted features
mentioned above are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Feature extraction.

Essay Text If I was to replicate the experiment, I would need to know the amount of vinegar in each
container, the size of the containers, and what was used to weigh the samples.

After preprocessing, the features will be extracted.

Regular
Expression

f0 f1 f2
1 1 0

Unigram if i of . . .
1 2 2 . . .

Bigram if_i i_was was_to . . .
1 1 1 . . .

Statistics
Number of words Number of sentences Average sentences

33 2 16.5

Word2vec
if i was . . .

Cosine similarity scores of
vectors with this word.

Cosine similarity scores of
vectors with this word.

Cosine similarity scores of
vectors with this word.

In Table 1, we show the sample text for the essay scoring. First, the method performs preprocessing,
where misspelled words are corrected and stemmed. After that, different regular-expression scanning
of the text is applied to find specific formats in the text (if they exist), assigning 1, if so—zero, otherwise.
Next, it finds unigrams and bi-grams in the text and then considers the statistics of the essay. At the
end, all similar words with a similarity score are calculated for feature selection, e.g., “if” ([[“unless”,
0.688], [“anyway”, 0.645], [“even”, 0.629], [“whether”, 0.611], [“not”, 0.609]].
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3.3.5. Feature Selection

The features are extracted and selected to find important features that best fit the training model.
A variety of methods have been proposed by the research community to cater to the problem of
feature selection. Ref. [50] presented a reasonable study of five feature-selection criteria for text
categorization: document frequency, information gain, mutual information, an χ2-test test, and term
strength. However, in our case, we prefer the Boruta algorithm because of its emphasis on relative
features. The Boruta algorithm is a wrapper built around the random forest classification. A good
discussion outlining why finding all relevant attributes is important is given by [51]. The feature
selection procedures in our proposed model using the Boruta algorithm are described in Algorithm 1.
The process takes the input from all mentioned features extracted from the text data, and they become
the input for the Boruta algorithm. It produces the relevant corresponding features as input for training
models. The work of the Boruta algorithm is iterative, and, in each iteration, the aim is to remove
features from the original features that, according to a z-score, are less relevant. The basic component
of Boruta is the utilization of shadow features. The shadow attributes are pseudo-features that are
added to the original attributes and produced by taking existing features and shuffling the values of
those features. After generating the shadow attributes, the procedure proceeds by building random
forest trees and comparing the z-scores obtained by the original features to the z-scores obtained by
the shadow attributes. If the z-score of the original feature is greater than the maximum z-score of the
shadow feature, it is considered relevant; if it is less than the minimum of the shadow feature, it is
considered irrelevant and dropped from the features.

Algorithm 1. Boruta Algorithm

1: procedure
2: Input // Original features
3: Output // Relative features from original features
4: O //Original features matrix
5: S //Shadow features matrix
6: J = [O S] // Merging the features
7: Z = RandomForest(J) //Applying RF and get Z score
8: for (Z←1 to n) do // n is number of total features
9: if (Sz > Max (Oz)) then //comparing the Z score
10: Rel-F←Xz // Related Features
11: else
12: if (Sz < Min (Oz)) then
13: N-Rel-F←Xz // Non related features, drop it.
14: end if
15: end if
16: end for
17: end procedure

3.4. Training the Model

Textual data are characteristically categorized by vastly dimensional feature spaces [52], so it
is vital that the picked classifier performs well within this framework. Thus, the main concern
when choosing a text classification method is the prediction correctness of the classifier. Since the
dimensionality of textual data raises the risk of excessive listing when building the decision trees,
an equally important part to consider is the classifier's feature selection i.e., the tendency of the classifier
to over-fit the training data during classification [52]. Considering all of the factors, two ensemble
models have been selected: RF and GBM.
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3.4.1. Random Forest

RF is an ensemble learning model and it is very efficient in mixing the features in our case
and providing a good prediction. It also presents a good solution for classification of sparse data
sets, data sets with errors, and data sets with missing values [53]. The Random forest algorithm for
training the related features is described in Algorithm 2. For example, for a training data set with
N cases, a training sample set of size N is selected, with replacement, from a training set that has a
number of input features M. Input variable m does not change during the process of tree building
(where m ≤M) such that, at each node, m variables are randomly selected, and the best split on these
m is used to split the node. Since pruning is not performed, random feature selection grows the size of
trees. After several repetitions, weak leaners (predictors) are collected to end this process. Low bias,
low correlation and high variance are achieved by the inclusion of randomness [10].

Algorithm 2. Random Forest

1: for b = 1 to B: // b is initial tree to build forest B
(a) Draw a bootstrap sample Z of size N from the training data i.e., relative features.
(b) Grow a random forest tree Tb to the bootstrapped data, by re-cursively repeating the following
steps for each terminal node of the tree, until the minimum node size nmin is reached.
i. Select m variables at random from the p variables.
ii. Pick the best variable/split-point among the m.
iii. Split the node into two daughter nodes.
2: Output the ensemble of trees {Tb}1

B.
3: To find the prediction on this trained data at point x with regression mode
Regression: f̂ B

r f =
1
B ∑B

b=1 Tb(x)

3.4.2. Gradient Boosting Machine

GBM performs very well while mixing heterogeneous features in our study, but it should be first
weighted through Boruta. GBMs have shown considerable success in not only practical applications,
but also in various machine-learning and data-mining challenges [54–57]. The functionality of the
GBM algorithm is described briefly in Algorithm 3. Inputs to the algorithm are relative features. In the
proposed system, a decision tree is selected because the structure of a decision tree naturally encodes
and models the interactions between predictor variables. Since we consider regression, we therefore
select the Gaussian L2 loss function.

Algorithm 3. Gradient Boosting Machine
1: procedure
2: input data (x, y)N

i = 1

3:number of iterations M
4: choice of the loss-function Ψ(y, f )
5: choice of the base-learner model h(x, θ)
6: initialize f̂ 0 with a constant
7: for t = 1 to M do
8: compute the negative gradient gt(x)
9: fit a new base-learner function h(x, θt)
10: find the best gradient descent step-size $t:
$t = arg minp ∑N

i=1 Ψ[yi, f̂ t− 1(xi) + ph(xi, θt)]

11: update the function estimate:

f̂ t← f̂ t− 1 + pth(xi, θt)

12: end for
13: end procedure
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3.4.3. Rational of Combining RF and GBM

The idea of ensemble learning is to build a prediction model by combining the strengths of
a collection of models. Both models are efficient in mixing different types of features, and, in our
approach, we merge all of the relevant features. Ensemble learning can be divided into two jobs:
developing a foundation of base learners from the training data and combining them to form the
merged predictor. Actually, GBM and RF belong to the ensemble method, but they use different
approaches: GBM uses boosting while RF makes use of bagging. Boosting generates a tree model on the
basis of a previous model, whereas the bagging model is built independently. Boosting ensemble uses
a weighted majority vote while bagging uses a simple majority vote. The bagging reduces the variance,
whereas boosting reduces the variance and bias of the base classifier. Therefore, boosting performs
better on non-noisy data than that of bagging. Since both are different in operations with different
limitations, combining them together helps to tackle the deficiency of each other. Due to variation
of text data in length, structure and domain, a single model cannot perform better in our data sets.
Therefore, the combining of GBM and RF provides a good kappa value on the selected features in the
proposed system.

4. Experiment

The experiment is performed using i7-4770 @ 3.40GHz, with 8 GB memory operating on Windows
8.1 Pro 64-bit. Python 2.7 (Python Software Foundation, Wilmington, DE, USA) and RStudio
(RStudio, Inc., Boston, MA, USA) are used for development of the system.

Two types of data sets are used for testing the model. The first is essays scoring, which has 10
different sets in four different subjects (Science, Biology, English, and English Language Arts) as shown
in Table 2. The training data of 17,043 essays have scores (0, 1, 2, and 3) from two different human
examiners, and, for the purposes of testing the model, 5732 essays are included. Second, the data set
used by [7] regarding the relevancy of articles in the research area of bibliometric is shown in Table 3.

Table 2. Data sets for essay scoring.

Subject with Set Numbers Training Set Size Test Set Size

Science (Set#1,2,10) 4590 1529
Biology (Set#5,6) 3592 1197

English Language Arts (Set#3,4) 3465 1209
English (Set#7,8,9) 5396 1797

Table 3. Data set for research articles.

Research Articles Training Set Size Test Set Size

Internet of Things (IoT) 653 162
Non-IoT 162 41

It has two labels, or scores, (i.e., 1 and 0). These research articles, extracted from the Web of Science
database for the period of 1993 to August 2015, are related to the IoT. They are labeled manually.
The proposed model is tested using a training set of 815 abstracts (653 belonging to IoT, and 162 that
do not) and a set of test data composed of 203 abstracts (162 belonging to IoT, and 41 that do not).

The first step is cleaning the data; all non-alphabetic characters (with the exception of periods)
are replaced with spaces. Special treatment for set 10 in essay marking is applied because it makes
reference to experimental numerical data, so there are some specific numbers that influence the score
of the essays. Later, all capital letters are replaced by lowercase letters. In the next step, misspelled
words are corrected and the spelling corrector also takes care of the jargon words. After correcting
the misspelled words, all words are stemmed. A Python script described in Table 3 is developed for
feature extraction. Then, important features are selected using Boruta that is present in the R package
version 1.6.
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Now, the model is trained on extracted features with RF and GBM. Inputs to the RF and GBM
are relative features. These features are classified using decision tree of size 500. The package in R
‘randomForest’ version 4.6-12 for RF and package ‘gbm’ version 2.1.1 for GBM are used for training.
Then, test data is utilized to get prediction values from both training models individually, and values
are averaged to get the final result.

5. Result and Discussion

Evaluation of the proposed model can be done in different ways, but, in most cases (especially in
essay scoring systems), a diversity of common metrics is used, such as Pearson’s and Spearman’s
correlations, exact and adjacent degrees of agreement, precision and recall, F-measure, and the kappa
metric. Although there are no particular metrics in the field of essay scoring that can be used for essay
scoring, Ref. [58] observed several of them in their work:

• Correspondence in mean and standard deviations of the distributions of scores of human graders
to that of the essay scoring system.

• Correlation, weighted kappa and percent agreement.
• Degree of difference between human–human agreement and automated–human agreement by

the same agreement metrics.

During the kaggle public competition [41], the measuring criterion is a quadratic weighted
kappa. It also became the ubiquitous evaluation measure used for essay scoring and text mining.
An agreement statistic measured through a quadratic weighted kappa is an error metric that measures
the degree of agreement between two evaluators (in our model, this is an agreement between the
automated evaluation and the human score), and it bears likeness to the correlation coefficient.
This metric typically ranges from 0 to 1, where 1 is for complete agreement between graders and
system—zero, otherwise.

Suppose that a set of essay responses, Eresps, has N possible ratings (1, 2, . . . , N), and that each
essay response, eresp, is characterized by a tuple (ErespP, ErespQ), which corresponds to its scores by
human grader P and the proposed system Q. The metric is calculated using Equation (1):

K = 1−
∑i,j ωi,j Oi,j

∑i,j ωi,j Ei,j
. (1)

Here, ω are weights, O is a matrix of observed ratings, and E is a matrix of expected ratings.
In the execution of our model, the following matrix is observed with a kappa’s value of 0.80.
The interpretation of kappa value is defined in Table 4.

Table 4. Kappa value interpretation.

Value of Kappa Strength of Agreement
<0.20 Poor

0.21–0.40 Fair
0.41–0.60 Moderate
0.61–0.80 Good
0.81–1.00 Very good

The proposed approach is compared with the Tandalla and Ramachandran approaches.
The proposed approach is an optimized form of Tandalla, which does not consider the text features of
Word2vec and statistics. In Ramachandran’s approach, the author uses word order graphs to identify
important patterns from human-provided rubric texts and top-scoring student answers. Related words
are determined by applying semantic metrics, and these related words can show alternative answers.
Details of a comparison of the results of different approaches are shown in Table 5. The results clearly
show that the proposed approach is better than the Tandalla and Ramachandran approaches. In Table 5,
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set 6 has a low value. The reason for selection of the skip-gram model is that it is not good with very
short-length essays. With set 6, the test data set includes 599 essays for testing, but it has 33 essays
with single-word responses, while 31 essays have two words, 23 have three-word responses from the
students, and two essays have no words. Word2vec is not fruitful in this case because, when features
are extracted from these 89 essays and mixed with other features, it leads to the wrong prediction
because of the limitations of the skip-gram model [59].

Table 5. Kappa value comparison of different approaches.

Set Number Tandalla AutoP Proposed
1 0.85 0.86 0.87
2 0.77 0.78 0.81
3 0.64 0.66 0.78
4 0.65 0.70 0.77
5 0.85 0.84 0.86
6 0.88 0.88 0.79
7 0.69 0.66 0.72
8 0.62 0.63 0.70
9 0.84 0.84 0.86

10 0.78 0.79 0.83
Overall 0.77 0.78 0.80

Essay set 1 is related to the subject of science, and the Ramachandran’s approach has 0.01 improved
value from Tandalla, but the proposed model outperforms both approaches. Similarly, essay sets 2
and 10 are also under the subject of science, and our method also provides better results for these sets.
The subject of biology is in sets 5 and 6, but our approach only works better with set 5, falling behind
in accuracy with set 6 due to the above-mentioned reasons. The remaining sets fall under the subject
of English, and the proposed approach performs better. Similarly, the overall kappa value achieved is
0.80, which is 0.03 higher than Tandalla and 0.02 higher than Ramachandran. Regarding the differences
between high disagreement and high agreement, the answers for set 1 are concrete facts as compared
to set 7. It is easier to construct manual regular expressions compared to set 7, e.g., “The students
need to say what the samples are. They need to”. The human grader assigned score 3 and our system
also predicts the same. Because RE captures the pattern, if it is missing a pattern, it will be covered by
Word2vec features because it has the context of each word in the sentences, and even simple text such
as “they need “ is assigned score 3, due to features of Word2vec. Then, we consider lengthy text such
as “What the group of students did was determine the mass of different samples. So what I would
do: what they did in the beginning or in the investigation, I would use the samples and do another
experiment with the samples” with a score of zero. Here, the response from the student is missing.
Although it has lot of text, it is not specific or the actual context. In this case, three features are working
well: RE, Word2vec and text statistics. The length of the text has an important role in training with text
statistics features because some texts are lengthy but have low scores, and vice versa. During training,
a lot of essays are used for training that have a maximum text but a low score. The consistency in
learning is precise due to selections of features with weights and training models. The selections of
training models also have an important role because RF belongs to bagging and GBM to boosting.
Therefore, training with both of these models overcomes the deficiency of one another. It is also worth
mentioning the inter-agreement between the proposed method and the human grader, as shown in
Table 6.

Table 6. Proposed vs. Human.

Proposed Human
- 0 1 2 3
0 1795 525 112 31
1 215 1398 78 41
2 17 49 1122 22
3 15 18 23 271
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In Table 6, an agreement between the proposed model and the human grader shows that there is
good inter-agreement in our approach at scores of 0, 1, and 2 with the human grader. The proposed
approach is very good at 0 and 1. Therefore, we also apply the model to other data sets used in
PGSN-IoT that have two labels of outcomes, and the kappa value is 0.83. Prediction with this approach
compared with the PGSN-IoT is displayed in Table 7.

Table 7. Proposed vs. PGSN-IoT.

PGSN-IoT Proposed

Predict-ive Predict+ive Predict-ive Predict+ive
Predict-ive 2 38 4 25
Predict+ive 9 154 10 164

Table 7 shows a comparison between the PGSN-IoT and the proposed model. It shows that the
agreement of the proposed model is better than the PGSN-IoT. The results clearly show that prediction
of negative (-ive) agreement is double, and prediction of positive (+ive) agreement is 0.81, compared to
the previous model that is 0.76, and the overall result is 0.06 better than the approach used in PGSN-IoT.

6. Conclusions

This study develops a new model for prediction in the field of text mining. The proposed model
outperforms Tandalla, Ramachandran and PGSN-IoT approaches in terms of efficiency measured
in kappa values. The proposed model is applied in the fields of education and bibliometrics.
The prediction results are better in the mentioned fields, especially if the label is binary. The model is
tested on two data sets and provides higher kappa values than previous approaches. The first data set
is essay marking, which compares human and automated essay scores. A previous study on the same
data set produced kappa values of 0.77 and 0.78 by Tandalla and Ramachandran, but the proposed
model shows an improved kappa value of 0.80. The kappa value on second data set is 0.83, which is
also better than the approach used in PGSN-IoT. The proposed model can provide timely feedback on
open-ended texts to be evaluated. The current study gives research support for the use of automated
scoring of essay tests as a substitute for human scoring. The model also determines whether research
articles belong to a specific category or not.
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